Meeting minutes from Monthly Meeting held at Hampstead Elementary School 5/25/2021
These notes are not a verbatim transcription of the meeting
Attendance record kept by the secretary

Minutes: April minutes were approved
Refunds/Credits: - Nothing on Credits or refunds shared
-Our account is sitting at @ $32,000

Registration Fees: - Nothing new shared
Social Distancing COVID-19: - At this time all players and coaches should be completing the electronic
form for each session or signing the clipboard- We will look into doing a one time oath similar to Coppermine
4 Seasons- Jen will get the info to Mike H.

CCRP: Nothing new shared
Use of Fields and Facilities: - NCHS outside 6/30/21 -will need to move things out of shed and the
upstairs closet
-The field has been dug up and is not playable, Mike will be speaking to Parks and Recs as we hold the permit
to the field until the end of June and need it for our tournament coming up.

Try Outs: -Email Mike H. dates as well as coaching intentions for the 2021-2022 season
Fall Ball:-Westminster may try to create a fall Rec league
Advertising: -Web site is updated and looks great
Clinics: Nothing new shared
Rec: - The coaches gave an update as to how their teams are doing. Coaches asked for additional money for
umpire fees

Team Updates: -Congratulations were given to Jen’s team for winning their first USSSA tournament
-Congratulations were also given to Jonathan’s team for their hard work

Fields and Equipment: - Decided not to move the roofs from NCHS dugouts to C field. -Considering putting
something up like at Myeski Park (Sail Fabric) over the dugouts. This is not an expensive option
-The shed was ordered and has been delayed until the beginning of June
- The Canopy price is $650 each -Some of the coaches are interested others are not
-Some teams are interested in banners others are not

Scholarship: - Only one has been submitted as of the meeting. Submissions will be accepted until 6/30/21
Fundraising:
Pictures-Should be in soon, Drea will deliver to the teams- Drea also needs sponsors’ names for plaques
Crab Sale/Feast: - Still doing the sale on October 9th – The permit has been secured -Waiting on prices
before we can advertise

Golf Tournament 10/1/21: - The site is up- there is already a sponsor and team signed up
Calendar Raffle February 2021:- Nothing new shared
Spring Fundraiser: Nothing new shared
Tournaments: -Shirt design picked there will be 7 color options
-Not sure if HVFD will host concessions – It was suggested that the younger teams consider running the
concession stand -Jen said she may be able to get a Church youth group to run it
-It was brought up that the younger teams should be at the locations to assist with the fields, trash and port a
pots as the older teams did for their tournament- This was one of the reasons why we split the age groups

Background Checks: -Nothing New Shared
Uniforms: -The factory had to shut down so items are running a couple weeks behind -DeMarini pants
shipped this week
-Carlos and Drea are looking into changing vendors and will let the organization know once they have made a
decision

Spirit Wear: - Nothing new shared
CPR: Nothing new shared
Donations: -Mike has received $2700 in sponsors -The American Legion is hosting a golf tournament and
Mike H. would like for us to sponsor them as they have sponsored us the last couple of years

Mason Dixon: - Nothing new shared
CML:- Nothing new shared

USSSA: -- Nothing new shared
Survey- Nothing new shared
For the Good of the group: - We will not have a meeting in June -Nominations for the board will be in July
and elections will take place in August
-Jen has stepped down from NCRC- if anyone is interested in joining their board let Mike H. know

